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Advanced ActionScript 3: Design PatternsApress, 2014

	Advanced ActionScript 3 is a fresh look and new approach to utilizing valuable, structural techniques and methods that are commonly used in the field of rich interactive application development. With each method broken down into different strategized explanations, you'll find the approach most suitable for you. Whether it is an...
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Building Mobile Applications Using Kendo UI Mobile and ASP.NET Web APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Confident of your web application skills but not yet au fait with mobile development? Well this book helps you use the Kendo UI for a painless introduction. Practical tasks and clear instructions make learning a breeze.


	Overview

	
		Learn the basics of developing mobile applications using HTML5 and create an...
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Novel Algorithms and Techniques in Telecommunications and NetworkingSpringer, 2011

	
		
			This book includes the proceedings of the 2008 International Conference on Telecommunications and
		
			Networking (TeNe).
		


		
			TeNe 08 is part of the International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information, and Systems Sciences,
		
			and Engineering (CISSE 08)....
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Programming Microsoft® Robotics StudioMicrosoft Press, 2008
In an effort to make the field of robotics accessible to a larger group of developers, Microsoft has released Microsoft Robotics Studio (MSRS). MSRS is based on the popular .NET Framework. It offers developers a standard and consistent way to develop applications for an almost limitless variety of robotic platforms. Currently,...
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Gamification for Employee EngagementImpackt Publishing, 2014

	Strategize, design, and implement gamification to successfully engage your employees


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to successfully implement gamification for your employees
	
		Discover the benefits of gamification within the workplace and how it can enhance working relationships
	...
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MCSA Windows 10 Study Guide: Exam 70-698Sybex, 2017

	Master Windows 10 installation and configuration, including new technologies


	The MCSA Windows 10 Study Guide is the only comprehensive resource you'll need to prepare for Exam 70-698. You'll find expert coverage of 100% of all exam objectives led by expert Microsoft MVP, William Panek. Quickly master the...
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SQL Server DMVs in Action: Better Queries with Dynamic Management ViewsManning Publications, 2011

	When I first discovered DMVs, I was enthralled because they made many difficult
	things so easy. It was simple to identify, typically within seconds, the core performance
	problems that affect SQL Server databases. For example, I could quickly
	discover which queries were taking the longest time to run, which indexes were missing,
	and...
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CompTIA RFID+ Study Guide: Exam RF0-101Sybex, 2006
This comprehensive study guide thoroughly covers the CompTIA RFID+ exam, the only certification offered for radio frequency identification (RFID), the technology that is rapidly gaining popularity and is expected to completely replace bar codes. Your study will focus on interrogation zone basics, testing and troubleshooting, standards and...
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Exploring C++ 11 (Expert's Voice in C++)Apress, 2013

	Exploring C++ divides C++ up into bite-sized chunks that will help you learn the language one step at a time. Assuming no familiarity with C++, or any other C-based language, you’ll be taught everything you need to know in a logical progression of small lessons that you can work through as quickly or as slowly as you need.
...
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Competitive Selling: Out-Plan, Out-Think, and Out-Sell to Win Every TimeMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Become a Dominant Predator in today’s dog-eat-dog sales environment


	There’s a hard fact that we all have to face: Buyers have evolved. They’ve become shopaholics. They almost never consider a single vendor when making a buying decision. Instead, they call you— and your competitors—and...
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Design of Structural SteelworkRoutledge, 1998
This second edition of Design of Structural Steelwork presents the essential design aspects of steel as a structural material. It has been carefully revised and updated to provide a modern introduction to the subject, assuming only a basic knowledge of structural analysis and solid mechanics.

Instruction in structural design has...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 7Visual, 2009
A practical guide for visual learners who are eager to get started with Windows 7

Windows 7 is Microsoft's highly anticipated operating system used by millions of people around the world. If you're a visual learner and are new to Windows 7, then this book is an ideal introduction to the new features of this operating system. Seasoned...
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